An attack graph depicts multiple-step attack and provides a description of system security vulnerabilities. It illustrates critical information necessary to identify potential weaknesses and areas for enhanced defense. Attack graphs include multiple attack paths, which are a focus for further detailed analysis and risk mitigation. Considering that different vulnerabilities have different probabilities of being exploited, this paper proposes an algorithm to dynamically generate the top K attack paths with maximum probabilities for every node of a system. The proposed algorithm does not require generation of the full attack graph to calculate the K attack paths. Instead, it directly processes and analyzes the system input data and dynamically identifies the K attack paths. The computational time, based upon the complexity of the attack paths, can be constrained by the parameter K. Experimental results show that the algorithm is scalable and efficient.
Introduction
Computer system security is one of the most important research topics in information security area. Enterprise systems are composed of large numbers of computers which are connected by switches, routers and other network devices. In enterprise computer system, firewalls are widely used to control and isolate network access to the enterprise. Due to the inability to fully eliminate software vulnerabilities and misconfigurations, enterprise systems are vulnerable to attack. The attacker uses multiple-step attacks which exploit the vulnerabilities in computers and network system through a step-by-step methodology [2, 13, 16] .
Attack graphs [4, 7, 11, 12, 19] are widely used to depict the vulnerability dependencies and analyze multiple-step attacks. Attack graph has the ability to describe the attack prerequisites, the corresponding vulnerability information and the post conditions. A lot of researchers have studied the problem of generating and analyzing attack graph. The three main topics are: (1) research on efficient algorithms for generating complete attack graphs with all possible attack paths; (2) research on visualization algorithms to display the attack graph to users. Attack graph contains a large volume of data points, so visualization of the information makes it significantly more comprehensible; (3) research on algorithms of generating the partial attack graph. In contrast to the complete attack graph, the partial attack graph has less nodes or edges in the graph, so it is easier and clearer for users to understand and analyze. Additionally, the computing complexity can be reduced.
One type of partial attack graph describes the attack paths for a given node or a set of nodes; another type describes the attack paths with the maximum probability of exploit or with the minimum attack cost.
A complete attack graph contains all the available attack paths existing in the system, so in a large system with a large number of nodes and vulnerabilities, there are a lot of multiple-step attack combinations which make the complete attack graph very large and complex. It is more effective to analyze attack paths to generate useful information for users. Vulnerabilities have different probabilities of exploit. The Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) [6] methodology can be applied to rank and identify those attack paths of highest priority for focused analysis. CVSS associates a quantitative metric to a vulnerability based upon analysis of multiple factors. When considering the probability of an exploit, the top K attack paths with the highest cumulative probability (based upon the product of the probabilities of the exploits associated with an attack path) for a given node or for several nodes in the system can be computed and selected for further mitigation. Those attack paths provide specific information for users to make corrective action decisions to further protect the system.
Algorithms for identifying the attack paths with the maximum exploit probability have been proposed [10, 18] . This paper describes computation of the top K maximum probability attack paths for every node in the system, with K as variable. A dynamic attack paths generating algorithm to solve the problem is proposed. This algorithm does not require the generation of a complete attack graph first in order to compute the top K maximum probability attack paths. Instead, it directly analyzes the original system information and computes the top K maximum probability attack paths in a dynamic way. The number of attack paths for every node is determined by the parameter K. The computation cost of generating the attack paths, the information contained in all the attack paths and the clarity of the analysis results can be balanced by choosing different values for the parameter K.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 is related work; section 3 states the problem; the new algorithm to dynamically generate the K maximum probability attack paths is described in section 4; section 5 presents and analyzes the experimental results; section 6 gives the conclusions.
Related Work
Philips and Swiler [13] first proposed the system attack graph. Sheyner, et al [16] proposed an automated attack graph generating algorithm based on the model checking method. Because of the exponential combination of the system states, the proposed algorithm can only be used to analyze those systems with a small number of nodes. Ammann, et al [2] proposed the monotonicity assumption and presented an algorithm to reduce the attack generation computation complexity from exponential to polynomial. Based on the monotonicity assumption, Ou, et al [12] presented the MulVAL using logical programming and proposed a logical attack graph generating algorithm with MulVAL. This work further reduced the computation complexity of attack graph generation. Ingols, et al [7, 11] proposed a multiple-prerequisite attack graph. The attack graph computation cost was reduced by combining those states with the same attributes and it can be used to analyze a system with hundreds or thousands of nodes. Ye, et al [19] presented an algorithm to speed up the attack graph generation by building indexes for the attributes in the graph. Chen, et al [3, 4] proposed a dynamic algorithm to generate the attack graph. During the graph generation, the length of any attack paths was limited to no more than N, so the computation cost can be reduced.
Li, et al [10] considered the vulnerability exploiting probability and proposed a polynomial algorithm to compute the maximum probability attack paths for every node in the system dynamically. Ye, et al [18] reduced the edges in attack graph through deleting cycles existing in the graph and they proposed another algorithm to compute the maximum probability attack paths. In their work, the vulnerability exploiting probability value is assigned according to the CVSS [6] system recommendation.
Chung, et al [5] proposed a network intrusion detection system framework named NICE . This IDS system was built on attack graph and reconfigurable virtual network. The IDS system monitors the network event through the reconfigurable virtual network and analyzes those events using attack graph analytical models. Shameli-Sendi, et al [15] presented a survey of intrusion risk assessment and response system. Attack graph was an important method and widely used in intrusion risk assessment. Kent, et al [9] gave a survey of the authentication graph. To analyze user behavior, attack graph was a powerful model and it had the ability to describe the relationships among those vulnerabilities and misconfigurations in all the devices. Almohri, et al [1] proposed a probabilistic graph model and utilize the sequential liner programming method to address the security optimization problem. In their work, the security risk was described using a probabilistic model and the dynamic of the network connectivity and configurations were also considered. Kaynar, et al [8] studied the distributed attack graph generation problem and proposed a distributed computation method based on virtual shared memory model. Wang, et al [17] considered the uncertainty in a single attack step and proposed a probabilistic model for security analysis. In their model, the attack graph was combined with the Hidden Markov Model. They also presented a heuristic searching algorithm to compute the security hardening strategy. Poolsappasit, et al [14] studies the dynamic security risk management problem using Bayesian attack graph. In their work, they utilized the Bayesian model and computed the local conditional probability distribution on every node in the attack graph.
Problem Statement
We first describe the attack graph model used in this paper, and then we discuss the K maximum probability attack paths problem and the dynamic attack paths generation problem.
Attack Graph Model
In this paper, an attack graph is defined as G = {V, E}, where V is the set of all the nodes of the system and E = {e i |e i ∈ (V × V )} is the set of all the edges in the attack graph. A node in the system can be a personal computer, a server or a network device. The two endpoints of an edge represent the source node and the destination node in one attack step respectively. The source node is the node which initializes this step of atomic attack and the destination node is the target node of this atomic attack step. The vulnerability or trust relationship information which is utilized for vulnerability exploitation in this attack step is stored in the edge attributes set. The access privileges and other post conditions which are got in this attack step will be updated to the attack access vector. An attack access vector has N elements and N is the total number of the nodes in the system. An element in the vector stores all the privileges and other attack results acquired by the attacker so far in the corresponding node.
Every attack template has four elements, including the vulnerability information or the trust relationship information, the prerequisites of exploitation of a vulnerability or trust relationship, the post conditions of the attack and the probability value of successfully exploiting the vulnerability or trust relationship. The trust relationship means that computer B can remote access or login to computer A if A trusts B. For example, SSH public key certificate login mechanism is a typical trust relationship. The post conditions of an attack can be classified into two categories. One category is related to gaining and promoting access privilege and the other category includes all the left post conditions of an attack such as system out of service, loss of data integrity, etc. The vulnerability can be local or remote. The vulnerability exploiting probability can be quantified according to expert repository such as CVSS [6] .
K Maximum Probability Attack Paths
An attack path can be a single-step attack or a multiple-step attack. A multiple-step attack is a composite of a number of single-step attacks, where every single attack step is related to an exploitation of vulnerability or trust relationship. The probability value of a singlestep means the probability of successfully exploiting the vulnerability or trust relationship and achieving the intermediate attack goal in that single attack step. The probability value of a multiple-step attack is equal to the product of all the single-step probabilities. The top K maximum probability attack paths for the attack goal node are those single-step or multiple-step attacks whose probabilities are within the K biggest values.
K Maximum Probability Attack Paths Dynamic Generation Problem
In general, in order to compute the top K maximum probability attack paths for a given attack goal node or for all of the attack goal nodes, it requires to generate a full attack graph first and then compute the top K maximum probability attack paths on that graph. But computing a full attack graph is time consuming and not necessary in order to compute the top K maximum probability attack paths, instead, those paths can be generated in a dynamic way. The problem of dynamically generating attack paths is how to generate the top K maximum probability attack paths for one or more attack goal nodes gradually and dynamically through directly analyzing the system input data.
When the top K maximum probability attack paths have been generated, a partial attack graph can be constructed by combining those attack paths. The constructed partial attack graph provides security information for system protection. The computation cost, the volume of information contained in the graph and the clarity of the graph can be traded off by choosing different value for the parameter K.
The challenge is that those paths can be a combination of partial suboptimal attack steps and in the worst case, the number of combinations of partial attack steps is exponential. If enumeration method is used to enumerate all the possible combinations of the attack steps, compare the possibility value of those paths and save the K paths with the biggest K possibility, in the worst case, the computation complexity is exponential. To solve the problem, it is required to analyze the characteristics of those attack paths and design a strategy for searching and exploiting the vulnerabilities or trust relationship in the system.
K Maximum Probability Attack Paths Dynamic Generation Algorithm
We first present the algorithm and discuss the details, and then we analyze the time complexity of the algorithm.
Algorithm Description
The pseudo-code of the K maximum probability attack paths dynamic generation algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. This algorithm has the ability to compute the top K maximum probability attack paths for every node in the system. There are five steps.
Step 1. Input the system information. The input data include the existing vulnerabilities and trust relationships in every system node, the attack template knowledge information, the connections among the system nodes and the concrete value of the parameter K. K is the number of paths with the biggest probabilities required to be generated for every node in the system.
Step 2. Initialize the data structures used in this algorithm, initialize the attack paths recording set to be empty and initialize the start position of the attack. Note that, every node has its own attack paths recording set which is used to store those attack paths that can reach it at present. The attack start position can be a computer outside the system which accesses the system through network or a computer inside the system which initializes an internal attack. v=Q.GetMax(); 7:
Q.Pop(); 8:
if v.N ode.P athN um < K then 9:
VulUtilize(); 10:
UpdateInfo( ); 11: Update (Q); 12:
end if 13: end while 14: OutputResults(); //Step 5.
Step 3. Update Q. Q is the currently available vulnerability set. Note that, in the following parts, we use the word vulnerability to represent a trust relationship or a vulnerability for brief. It first searches the vulnerabilities which exist in those nodes that the attacker can directly access, and queries the attack template knowledge information of the corresponding vulnerability. If the prerequisite conditions of the vulnerability can be satisfied and the attack path has no loop, the vulnerability information is added into Q. The cumulative probability of the corresponding attack path is equal to the product of all the single-step probabilities. Q is a maximum heap according to the cumulative probabilities of those attack paths. The vulnerability description information includes the prerequisite conditions of the vulnerability, the probability of the vulnerability and the post conditions of the vulnerability. The vulnerability information stored in Q includes the vulnerability number, the corresponding node of the vulnerability, the attack path from the attack start position to the vulnerability and the cumulative probability of the corresponding attack path.
Step 4. If Q is empty, go to step 5; otherwise, pick out the vulnerability whose probability value is the biggest in Q and then remove it from Q. If the number of paths for the node where the vulnerability exists is equal to K, it means the algorithm has already computed the top K maximum probability attack paths, so it will discard this vulnerability and go to the beginning of step 4; if the number of paths for the node is less than K, it picks up the post conditions of the vulnerability, adds the corresponding attack path to the nodes attack paths recording set and updates the attackers access privileges in that node. After that, it updates the attackers current position to that node and goes to step 3. Every attack path includes the vulnerability number, the corresponding node of the vulnerability, the attack path from the attack start position to the vulnerability, the cumulative probability of the corresponding attack path and the post conditions of the vulnerability.
Step 5. Output the results. In this step, Q is empty and the top K maximum probability attack paths for every node have been stored in its own attack paths recording set, so those paths can be outputted directly.
Time Complexity Analysis of the Algorithm
Note that the number of nodes in the network is N , the number of vulnerabilities in every node is M and the number of paths to be computed for every node is K. The time complexity of the algorithm is O(K · N 2 · M · log(K · N 2 · M )) . If the parameter M is viewed as a constant value, the time complexity of the algorithm is O (K ·N 2 ·log(K ·N 2 ) ) . The details of the proof are provided in appendix.
Experimental Results and Analysis
We first give an example to illustrate the mechanism of the algorithm, and then we show the experimental results and analysis.
An Example of the Algorithm
The network topology used in this example is shown in figure 1 . Node A represents the attacker's start position and others represent the system nodes. The connections among all the nodes which are constrained by firewall or access control list are shown in table 1. Each row represents the directed access connections from the node in the first column to the other nodes in the system. The symbol ' √ ' means having a directed access connection and '×' means no connection.
The vulnerabilities information, the prerequisites, the post conditions and the probabilities of those vulnerabilities are shown in table 2. For convenience of description, all the post conditions of those vulnerabilities are all that the attacker gains the root privilege in the corresponding node. In actuality, the post conditions of those vulnerabilities can be various. Table 1 . Nodes access matrix
When K = 2, it means the algorithm has to compute and save the top two attack paths with maximum probabilities for every node in the system. The computational results are shown in table 3. The results show the detail information of every attack path, including all the nodes containing in the attack path and the corresponding vulnerabilities for each single attack step. For example, the first attack path to node C is "AB(V 1 )C(V 4 )". It means the attacker firstly exploits node B by using the vulnerability V 1 and gains the root privilege in node B, after that the attacker exploits node C from node B using vulnerability V 4 . The probability values of the first and second attack steps are 0.8 and 0.7 separately, so the cumulative probability of this attack path can be computed as "0.8 × 0.7 = 0.56".
The results show that all of the top two attack paths with maximum probabilities for every node in the system have been computed correctly. 
Does not exist.
Performance Evaluation
We use simulation experiments to test the performance and scalability of our algorithm.
The test environment is one 2.8GHz CPU with two cores, 2GB memory, windows 7 operation system and visual c++ 2010. The test codes are written in C++ using C++ STL.
In those experiments, we use the full connection topology whose number of edges can reach its maximum value. We have tested the algorithm under different number of nodes, different number of vulnerabilities and different K values. In all the experiments, the probabilities of all the vulnerabilities are randomly generated.
The first experiment tests the effect of the number of nodes on the running time of the algorithm. In this test, each node has 5 vulnerabilities, K = 2 and the number of nodes is in range [400, 800]. The experimental results are shown in figure 2 .
When the number of nodes in the system is 400, the running time is about 4.5 second; when the number of nodes in the system is 800, the running time is about 18.9 second. The running time is about quadratic in the number of the nodes. The experimental results are consistent with the theoretical time complexity analysis.
The second experiment is to test the effect of the number of vulnerabilities on the running time of the algorithm. In this test, the number of nodes in the system is 500 and K = 2. The number of vulnerabilities in every node is in range [5, 10] . The experimental results are shown in figure 3 .
When the number of vulnerabilities in every node is 5, the running time is about 6.9 second; when the number of vulnerabilities is 10, the running time is about 14.8 second.
The running time is about linear in the number of the vulnerabilities.
The third experiment is to test the effect of parameter K on the running time of the algorithm. In this test, the number of nodes is 500 and the number of vulnerabilities in every node is 5. The value of parameter K is in range [2, 6] . The experimental results are shown in figure 4 .
When K = 2, the running time is about 6.9 second; when K = 4, the running time is about 14.5 second; when K = 6, the running time is about 22.1 second. The running time is about linear in the parameter K. 
Conclusions
In order to balance the computation cost, the information contained in the attack paths and the clarity of the results, this paper proposed an algorithm to dynamically compute the top K maximum probability attack paths for every node in the system. Instead of generating and analyzing the full graph, this algorithm only computed the top K attack paths with the top K maximum probabilities for every system node and those attack paths are generated dynamically. This algorithm utilized the monotonicity of cumulative probability and used a dynamic programming strategy to compute those attack paths so as to reduce the computation cost. The computation cost, the information contained in the attack paths and the clarity of the results were all related to the parameter K and could be balanced by choosing appropriate value of K. Experimental results showed that the algorithm has good efficiency and scalability in computing those attack paths.
This algorithm assumed the probabilities of all the vulnerabilities were given as the input data of the algorithm and those probabilities did not change during analysis procedure. In our future work, we will study how to evaluate and adjust the probability of vulnerability according to system security monitoring and evaluation data in order to make those values more precise. China 
Appendix A: Complexity of the Algorithm
In this section, we prove the time complexity of the algorithm is O(K ·N 2 ·M ·log(K ·N 2 · M )), where N is the number of nodes in the network, M is the number of vulnerabilities in every node and K is the number of paths to be computed for every node. The details of the proof are as follows.
The maximum length of Q is noted as L.
Step 1 is to input information.
Step 2 is to do initialization work and can be finished in a constant time.
Step 3 is to update Q. The total number of vulnerabilities to be queried in this step is no more than N × M . The complexity of putting a vulnerability into Q is O(log(L)). So the complexity of this step is O(N · M · log(L)).
Next, we analyze the complexity of step 4. As shown in Algorithm 1, in line 8, the total number of the condition being true is no more than K × N , so the total number of executing the codes from line 9 to line 11 is no more than K × N . Line 11 is function Update(Q) and the total number of vulnerabilities to be queried in function Update(Q) is no more than N × M , so the increment of the length of Q is no more than N × M each time. The total number of vulnerabilities that can be added into Q during the running process is no more than ((K × N ) · (N × M )) . Line 7 will remove one vulnerability from Q, so the total number of loops in line 4 is no more than ((K × N ) · (N × M )). The complexities of line 6, line 7 and line 8 are O(1), O(log(L)) and O(1) separately, so the complexity from line 4 to line 8 is O((K×N )·(N ×M )·log(L)) = O(K·N 2 ·M ·log(L)). The codes in line 9˜11 will only be executed when the statement condition in line 8 is true, so we analyze the complexity of line 9˜11 separately. The complexities of line 9, line 10 and line 11 are O(1), O (1) and O(N · M · log(L)) separately. The codes in line 9˜11 will be executed no more than (K × N ) times, so the total complexity of line 9˜11 is O((K · N ) · (N · M · log(L))) = O(K · N 2 · M · log(L)).
Step 5 is to output the results and the complexity of step 5 is O(K · N ).
In conclusion, the complexity of the algorithm is O(1)+O(N ·M ·log(L))+O(K·N 2 · M ·log(L))+O(K ·N ) = O(K ·N 2 ·M ·log(L)). L is no more than ((K ×N )·(N ×M )), so the complexity of the algorithm is O(K · N 2 · M · log(K · N 2 · M )).
